
 

Auroshoot Single by Evil Bunny Toys

Multicolored Auroshoot Thumb Light

Do you remember the "Light From Anywhere" performance? Using just a thumb
light, he creates a fascinating display of light, which is indeed impressive. Now,
Evil Bunny is going to push the boundaries of the lighting show even further with
our newly-released Auroshoot T/L.Evil Bunny is proudly presenting the
enchanting "multi-colored" Auroshoot T/L to all enthusiasts of thumb light magic.
With just one device, you can illuminate six various colors of light, which greatly
elevate the possibilities of the magical effects. What's even more impressive is
you can instantly light up the desired color you've chosen with a simple click.

Unleash Your Magic Power on Light

For centuries, magicians have longed to manipulate light with their very hands.
Now, with the multicolored Auroshoot T/L, you will possess the extraordinary
power to control light in ways which are never imaginable before.

The Artifact of Thumb Light Magic

Make light appear out of nowhere, make it disappear into thin air, transfer it
seamlessly from one hand to the other, or even make it pass through solid
objects! Light up various dazzling colors of light at will, illuminate a light bulb,
pluck a light from the mobile phone or other objects, and make it visible wherever
you want!

Features:

One tip, 6 light effects: white, blue, red, green, yellow, and a captivating
mimic flame.
Effortlessly switch among the various colors, allowing for seamless
transitions during your act.
Instantly activate the light in your desired color, enabling you to create
stunning displays.
Call out the mimic flame and perform fingertip magic of light at any time.
No need to buy multiple solid color lights, as Auroshoot thumb light
covers all the essential colors in one device.
2 types available: single thumb-tip pack, and double thumb-tip pack.
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Tutorial videos and operation demonstrations are available online,
ensuring an easy and comprehensive learning process.
Age suitability: The Auroshoot thumb light is suitable for individuals of all
ages.
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